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About time: AT&T acquires AlienVault 
AT&T has announced plans to acquire privately-held AlienVault. 

▪ The acquisition looks like a strong – and needed – reaffirmation of AT&T’s 

commitment to the enterprise security market. 

▪ It’s about time AT&T recognized the importance of buying in best-in-class 

capabilities to supplement its own internal development in the security space. 

▪ AlienVault can help take AT&T’s threat intelligence services to the next level. 

▪ The acquisition strengthens AT&T’s hand in the looming contest for global 

partnerships among the world’s largest managed security service providers. 

 

A strong reaffirmation of AT&T’s commitment 
When you’re one of the world’s largest telcos turning over a few billion shy of $200 

billion a year, any business unit that is estimated to be contributing less than a billion is 

always going to feel a bit – how to put it – “vulnerable”? 

Over the last twelve months, while other big beasts of the cyber security jungle have 

been announcing alliances, acquisitions and other big partnerships, the buzz around 

AT&T’s security business has been somewhat subdued. The loudest noises surrounding 

the rumoured cut-backs or even outright sale of Digital Life even seemed to hint at a bit 

of a pull back from the security space.  

Announcing the intended acquisition of AlienVault sends a welcome signal of accelerated 

commitment to the enterprise security market. When your core enterprise security 

business is focused on Fortune 500s and large corporates, you typically don’t then invest 

in an SMB play like AlienVault without a strategic commitment.  

At last, some ‘buy’ to complement the ‘build’ 
A striking feature of AT&T’s enterprise security roadmap of the last few years has been 

how much the company has relied on combining internal smarts and vendor partners - 

and how little it has relied on acquisition. For example, ASTRA, its own enterprise cloud 

security platform developed out of AT&T Foundry, was central to the Domain 2.0 vision.  

AT&T’s own teams are also at the forefront of researching how security will be impacted 

in 5G use cases. This includes the impact on security of distributing both network 

functions and enterprise applications out to the edge of its network. 

The truth is, though, that like most telcos, AT&T has to supplement its own assets with 

choice acquisitions to succeed in security. The last year has seen a number of these 

deals. Examples include Verizon’s acquisition of Niddel (autonomous threat detection); 

KPN’s acquisition of QSightIT (an IT and cybersecurity firm with detection and prediction 

capabilities); and StarHub’s acquisition of both D’Crypt (cryptography) and Accel 

Systems and Technologies (a cyber-security systems integrator). 

Although it may be relatively late in making a sizable security acquisition, AT&T has 

nevertheless chosen well. Try name-checking AlienVault with CISOs and IT security 

professionals world-wide. Then compare that with the results you get with any of the 

security acquisitions by other telcos cited above. It wouldn’t even be a fair contest. 
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Taking AT&T’s Threat Manager to the next level 
AT&T has been looking to differentiate in security based on threat intelligence for some 

time now. AT&T Threat Manager delivers near real-time log monitoring, correlation and 

expert analysis of security activity across the enterprise, supported by its AT&T Threat 

Intellect service. One smart component of this AT&T has worked on is developing an 

independent threat intelligence service module that can interface directly into an 

enterprise’s existing workflow engines via a portal or API. 

For my taste, AT&T’s positioning has tended to focus a bit too much on the tens of 

billions of “events” it sees across its global network every day. They’re certainly an 

important starting point. But from an enterprise security perspective, the real challenge 

lies more in the “so what?” filtering of all that data in the SOC. Converting that data into 

tangible actions that are tailored to each enterprise is where the ultimate value lies. 

Perhaps the most important statement in the AlienVault announcement, then, is that 

“AT&T will continue to invest in and build on AlienVault’s foundational Unified Security 

Management platform and Open Threat Exchange, the world’s first and largest open 

threat intelligence community, as the company integrates AlienVault into AT&T’s 

cybersecurity suite of services.”  

The combination of AT&T and AlienVault’s threat intelligence capabilities has potential 

to be very powerful but you do have to wonder what the long-term scope for 

differentiation here. HardenStance is a big supporter of the work of the Cyber Threat 

Alliance, whose members now count many – if not most – of the world’s leading IT 

security vendors. The proof-points around this organization’s effectiveness in getting 

vendors to share threat intelligence are accumulating consistently now; so much so that 

in a Linked-In post a few weeks ago, Palo Alto Networks Chief Security Officer, Rick 

Howard, gave this guidance to enterprises: "when security vendors visit to convince you 

to buy their wares, ask them why they are not part of the Cyber Threat Alliance." 

Driven by the work of the Cyber Threat Alliance and others, the balance between 

competition and collaboration in threat intelligence is shifting markedly towards 

collaboration now. So however much AT&T seeks to continue to differentiate here - 

including with AlienVault - the company will still need to align with that trend. 

A strengthened hand in partnership negotiations 
It doesn’t get much press but some of the world’s largest Managed Security Service 

Providers (MSSPs) are circling one another with a view to regional and global 

partnerships now. On one side this is being driven by leading U.S players that are heavily 

exposed to the U.S market. They lack the reach to keep up with market demand in other 

regions via organic growth alone. On the other side are several Asian and European 

players who lack the presence, scale or smarts to succeed on their own. They need a 

U.S partner to help them grow market share, including with the Fortune 500s. 

My own speculative bet? Deutsche Telekom and Secureworks. But what about AT&T? 

The company has already been approached by members of the not-very-promising 

Global Cyber Security Alliance that comprises Telefonica, Singtel, Softbank and Etisalat. 

It’s my understanding that last year they invited AT&T to fill the decidedly large U.S-

shaped hole in their ‘global’ alliance. Since their April announcement came and went 

without comment from AT&T, the working assumption has to be that, for now at least, 

the company concurs with HardenStance that the partnership isn’t very promising. 

The AlienVault acquisition will enhance AT&T’s positioning as an enterprise security 

player in the eyes of all its’ potential foreign suitors – most likely the Global Cyber 

Alliance and its members, Deutsche Telekom, BT, Orange and Telstra among them  
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https://www.cyberthreatalliance.org/
https://www.cyberthreatalliance.org/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/vpnfilter-demonstrates-why-your-security-vendors-should-rick-howard/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/vpnfilter-demonstrates-why-your-security-vendors-should-rick-howard/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/global-cyber-security-alliance-meh-patrick-donegan/
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• HardenStance received no payment – direct or “in kind” – for publishing this briefing. 

• Contact HardenStance’s Principal Analyst: patrick.donegan@hardenstance.com 

• Register here for free email notifications whenever new IT and telecom 

security content is made available by HardenStance. www.hardenstance.com                      

• See Disclaimer on the last page 

HardenStance Ltd Disclaimer of Warranty and Liability  

HardenStance Ltd has used its best efforts in collecting and preparing this report. 

HardenStance Ltd does not warrant the accuracy, completeness, currentness, 

noninfringement, merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose of any material 

covered by this report.  

HardenStance Ltd shall not be liable for losses or injury caused in whole or part by 

HardenStance Ltd’s negligence or by contingencies beyond HardenStance Ltd’s control 

in compiling, preparing or disseminating this report, or for any decision made or action 

taken by user of this report in reliance on such information, or for any consequential, 

special, indirect or similar damages (including lost profits), even if HardenStance Ltd 

was advised of the possibility of the same.  

The user of this report agrees that there is zero liability of HardenStance Ltd and its 

employees arising out of any kind of legal claim (whether in contract, tort or otherwise) 

arising in relation to the contents of this report. 
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